General Resources for Implementation Planning
In our workshop (slides available here), we used the Exploration-Preparation-ImplementationSustainment (EPIS) framework to walk through the stages of implementation, key decision points, and
considerations over time. Check out the EPIS Framework Resource Page for additional resources, tools,
and references (Aarons et al 2011; Moullin et al, 2019)

1 - (Moullin et al, 2019)
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Step 1: Exploration Resources
During the exploration phase, we consider the need for and fit of evidence-based practices. This
exploration should lead to an adoption decision.

Need Help Exploring Needs and Context?
1. The Exploration Worksheet from the CEBC4CW: This structured worksheet walks you through
some basic questions about your setting, stakeholders, timeline, and reasons for implementing a
new program.
2. The Community Toolbox's Toolkit for Assessing Needs and Context provides extensive resources
for working in collaboration with your stakeholders to conduct a needs assessments.

Looking for registries of evidence-based practices to implement in child welfare
settings?
1. The Title IV-E Prevention Services Clearinghouse: This registry rates practices, models, and
programs that might be considered in accordance with Families First Prevention Services Act
(FFPSA).
2. The California Evidence-Based Clearinghouse for Child Welfare (CEBC4CW): This clearinghouse
has a searchable database of programs and interventions to support children and families in
child welfare settings. There are also extensive implementation resources here too. Although
originally developed for California stakeholders, the information is relevant and useful for all
states!
3. Database of Best Practices (Community Toolbox): This site offers a comprehensive listing of
websites that host registries of best practices in health and human services in the US and
beyond.

Need a hand comparing multiple programs and interventions?
The CEBC4CW's Selection worksheet could be helpful as you evaluate multiple programs, and their
compatibility with your agency and system.

2 - Check out the Technical Assistance Materials at the CEBC4CW site! They are organized by EPIS phase.
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Step 2: Preparation Resources
The focus on the Preparation phase is developing an implementation plan in collaboration with your
stakeholders. This work often culminates with staff training.

Need Help Developing a Team and Staffing plan?
The National Quality Improvement Center for Adoption & Guardianship Support and Preservation (QIC AG) has some great implementation tools. In particular, take a look at the resources for
"Governance/Teaming Structure" for planning team members' roles in implementation, coordination
across roles, and how the team will be governed. Click on the two links below for two potentially useful
documents:
1. Implementation Team Structure - consider the teams you'll need for implementations, their
relationships, and how they will work together.
2. Team Charter - For each team, specify the members, their roles, responsibilities, expectations,
and communication approach.

3 - QIC-AG Implementation Tools

Need to Adapt Your Program/Intervention?
Once you adopt a program or intervention, you might wonder whether it needs to be adapted to fit the
setting or target population. The IDEA tool walks you through this decision based on data, your timeline,
and whether the core components of the interventions (the ones responsible for producing outcomes)
are known.
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4 - The IDEA Decision Tree (Miller, Wiltsey-Stirman & Baumann, 2020)

When you've decided to adapt, the Framework for Reporting Adaptations and Modifications to
Evidence-Based Interventions (FRAME) is a structured approach for helping you explain in detail:
•

When you made modifications

•

Whether your adaptations were planned

•

Who made the adaptations

•

What exactly was modified (and whether it involved core intervention components)

•

Reasons why you adapted

5 - The FRAME (Stirman, Baumann, & Miller, 2019)

Ready to Craft an Implementation Plan?
You'll want to tailor your implementation plan to your unique agency and system context. While there
might be common strategies every site uses (e.g. training), you might need to emphasize other
strategies to overcome anticipated barriers and challenges.

1. Some of the most common barriers to implementation can be found here. (Damschroder et al,
2009)
2. See below for a list of common implementation strategies.
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6 - Common implementation strategies
(Powell et al, 2012)

An implementation plan is a work plan that outlines the implementation goals you want to accomplish,
the implementation strategies you will use, who is responsible, and timeframe. Every team has their
own approach and desired format - here are two templates that might be useful to you based on a
structured approach that aligns strategies and barriers (Powell et al, 2020).
1. Excel Spreadsheet template (with a brief example)
2. Word table template

Step 3: Implementation Resources
The implementation phase emphasizes fidelity monitoring - we monitor progress and troubleshoot
issues as they arise.

Need Help Troubleshooting?
The Community Toolbox has some neat troubleshooting guides for all types of issues you might
encounter when implementing a program like opposition and conflict, insufficient resources, and
unintended outcomes.

Refining Your Implementation Competencies?
Core Competencies for Implementation Practice - As you and your team build your knowledge and skills
for implementation, this list of competencies might be useful for identifying areas of strength and for
improvement. (Moore & Khan, 2020).
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7 - Core Competencies

Step 4: Sustainment Resources
The goal of sustainment is to make sure that the program's benefits can endure over the long term.

Want to Develop a Sustainment Plan?
The Center for Public Health Systems Science at Washington University in St. Louis has developed
sustaintool.org, a site with free resources to help teams plan for sustainability of programs and clinical
interventions.
1. The Program Sustainability Assessment Tool - this brief assessment can be used to identify
factors that could affect the sustainability of your program. You can do this assessment
individually or as a group. (A pdf of the assessment can be found here)
2. Program Sustainability Plan - Based on the assessment results, the site has resources to help you
develop a plan for sustainability. There are some sample plans for your review too.
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8 - Domains assessed by the Program Sustainability Assessment Tool (Luke et al, 2014; Calhoun et al, 2014).
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Thanks!
Please be in touch if you have any questions:
Alicia Bunger (bunger.5@osu.edu)
Fawn Gadel (fawn@pcsao.org)
Marla Himmeger (marla@pcsao.org)
Becky Phillips (phillips.1561@osu.edu)
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